Outside the law | Crossword

Get your legal brain into shape
for the year ahead with this
workout devised by Brisbane
barrister John-Paul Mould.

Mould’s maze # 6
Across
3 Common law species of restitution,
‘.....-contract’. (5)
6 Break in the chain of causation, for example,
Baker v Willoughby, ‘..... actus intervenens’. (5)
9 Contractual term that invalidates the contract
if a specified event occurs, ‘condition ..........’. (10)
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11 Now of no power, ‘....... officio’. (7)
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13 Court order compelling action by a respondent,
‘......... injunction’. (9)
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14 Bird on our state’s coat of arms. (6)
15 Regulations that govern the chattels a creditor can
seize and sell under a civil enforcement order. (10)
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18 Tending to prove or disprove an allegation. (9)
21 A contract, the terms of which have not been
fully performed. (9)
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23 Questioning arising from cross-examination,
aka ‘redirection’. (13)
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24 Pleading following a defence and counterclaim,
‘Reply and ......’. (6)
26 Item of admitted evidence other than
testimony. (7)
27 The period between institution and conclusion
of legal proceedings, ‘... pendens’. (3)
28 Access; spending time with. (7)
29 Bases of criminal charge. (8)
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32 Period of suspension of enforcement
of legal obligations. (10)
33 District Court appeal holding that a Magistrates
Court may disregard a defendant’s criminal
history for a summary charge if the defendant
has not been provided previous notice of
intention to allege it. (8)
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Down
1 Law forbidding tender of a document copy when
the original is available, ‘.... evidence rule’. (4)

17 Judicially preferred reports of High Court
of Australia cases (abbr.). (3)

2 High Court of Australia case concerning a judge
being asleep during a trafficking trial. (5)

18 Contract where the owner of a commodity
has an option to sell at a specified time and
place, ‘... option’. (3)

4 Animus. (6)
5 Antonym of ‘concurrent’ in sentencing. (10)
7 Living trust, ‘inter ..... trust’. (5)
8 Court order postponing litigation. (4)
10 Fundamental tenet of restitution cases,
‘total ....... of consideration’. (7)
12 An agreement, the consideration of which is entry
into another agreement, that co-exists parallel
with the main agreement, ‘.......... contract’. (10)
13 Legislation under which a plaintiff would sue
the Nominal Defendant (abbr.). (4)
15 Leave property in a will to another. (8)
16 Document unconditionally promising to pay
a sum of money on demand of its owner, for
example, a cheque, ‘.......... instrument/paper’. (10)
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19 Offence with which Raymond John Carroll
was unsuccessfully charged to circumvent
a double jeopardy plea. (7)
20 Contractual clause which directs disputes
to arbitration, Scott v ...... (5)
22 Legal service assisting Indigenous clients
(abbr.). (6)
25 Substitute solicitor. (5)
30 Master of Laws (abbr.). (3)
31 High Court case declaring a presumption
that mens rea is required in all statutory crimes
except if expressly excluded or by necessary
implication. (3)
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